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I enjoy reading and writing in my spare time. My works are often inspired by 
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Editor’s Note 

Welcome to HEBE. We are an online magazine that publishes the work of poets, 

photographers and illustrators aged 18 and under, and the theme of our 

seventeenth issue is ‘creation’. 

These poems proved to me that creation is an intrinsic part of life. It seems fairly 

self-evident that poems written about creation would be particularly creative. Yet, 

I was still struck by the endless possibilities that the poets interpreted the theme 

‘creation’. From the creation and destruction of a relationship, to creating art, and 

the creation of the world from scratch, the writers’ scope proves life itself to be a 

continuous series of creating and recreating. 

Issue seventeen acts as a testament to the incredible plasticity of the minds of 

young people. The creative scope in which the apt theme was interpreted prove 

that all should pay attention to the voice of young people in order to inspire their 

own creative minds. As a magazine that focuses on upholding the art and 

literature of those aged 18 and under, HEBE provides an important platform 

where the creativity of young people can be celebrated and encouraged. 

Be sure to keep an eye out for our eighteenth issue, the theme for which is 

‘boundary’. Submissions for this eighteenth issue will close on the 28th of 

February 2022, and the magazine will be released in April 2022. More details can 

be found on our website: www.hebepoetry.co.uk. 

Amelie Maurice-Jones, HEBE editor  
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Creation is our salvation? 

 

Creation is our salvation 

We were cold we made fires 

We were hungry we planted crops 

We were wet from storms we built a roof  

We were lost we found a compass 

We were soaked to the bone we constructed towns  

We were so far away we made train tracks to travel 

We couldn’t remember we took photographs 

We were just as cold we burnt fossil fuels 

We were lonely we invented the telephone 

We were afraid of the dark we harnessed electricity 

We were still separated we moved ourselves with gas 

We wanted to explore we cut the sky with airplanes 

We were hungrier than ever we started industrial farming 

We were bored we made the television 

We were terrified and obstinate we blew up bombs, atomic among others 

We were starving and obese we produced fast food chains 

We were alone we came together through the internet 

We were still disconnected we made a social media world  

Yet we are now just as cold, hungry, wet, lost, lonely, afraid, as the day we began 

Creation is our salvation 
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Jordan-Anne Rich, 17 

I often treat my poetry (and my occasional bit of prose) as a form of activism. I 

love the way poetry can make us think by presenting old ideas in new ways. In 

2017, I won 1st place in the Young Writers Poetry Institute of Canada 

competition and have been published previously by HEBE. I also run a book 

blog called The Book JAR where I share recommendations and write reviews. 
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Narcissus                                                                                                     

 

Dawn rays glide over the glazed mirror 

You call a pool, bewildered with desire, 

You beleaguered, petty fool. But you’re a  

Handsome hunter, aren’t you? 

 

Slow, smoothed-out, misshapen shell 

Of a brain, sickly cells scooped out, 

But you’re a genius, aren’t you? 

Infinitesimal in your intellect, 

Vacant in your own head.  

 

Knuckle-dragger, carved-out melon, 

Resting by meek, lapping ripples 

Aquatic sycophants. Flocked by foliage foul,  

Your creator made them; 

He’s you, Narcissus.  

 

Revel in your divinity, 

And marvel at your chiselled skull 

For the rest of infinity.  
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You’re a pretty, glimmering thing,  

A toxic, shimmering thing. 

Aren’t you? 

 

And as you gaze, gormless, into the shallow, 

Silent, eternal abyss 

Purse your nightshade lips 

And give us a kiss. 

 

 

Noah Dryden-Pell, 14 

I am a student, poet and master procrastinator from London who spends far too 

much time eating biscuits rather than committing anything to paper. I enjoy lots 

of different types of verse, with my particular interests being in war poetry and 

darkly comic surrealism. My hobbies include reading, listening to music and 

droning on about things that interest very few people other than myself. 
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Taken by 14-year-old Laiba Yousuf 
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Taken by 14-year-old Laiba Yousuf 
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Someday 

 

Once I get the courage 

I’ll live on my own 

In an apartment hidden by buildings  

With no purpose nor people 

Look through the window 

And see a jewel toned couch 

Sitting next to old grandmothers’ lamps  

from a thrift store 

Atop a patterned shag rug 

Soft thriving plants  

Will happily drown the walls 

And they won’t complain. 

Cats named after favorite foods 

Will walk through the door each day 

And attack the leaves 

I’ll know I’ll have to clean up the dirt 

But I’ll never be mad 

For I’ll finally have the courage  

To be happy. 
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Toryn Patton, 14 

I am a freshman at Fort Zumwalt South Highschool. English has always been my 

favorite subject. I am interested in reading, playing soccer, and crochet. 

Currently, I mostly write poetry and short stories, but I hope to be able to 

publish a book one day. 
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What I left at the airport 

 

So tell me, then, 

What do you want? 

You're yelling at me, we're in my flat, 

we used to be better, 

you used to know where I kept the mugs, 

the watering schedule,  my shampoo. 

And none of this happened, 

we're in love, we're still pining, 

we've nearly died, we've bled in each other's arms, 

the drama, the tragedy. 

We are roommates of purgatory, we are 

Rivals, you called me to say that you wanted to meet up again. 

Not to tell me you love me. 

We're both cowards, after all. 

You just missed me, 

You rung to voicemail, 

Right person, wrong time- 

Maybe I'll never be that person again. 

We phased through each other, 

Ghosts, 

We mixed up our emotional baggage at the airport and 
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now we're on separate flights, 

This isn't mine, 

But I can't go back, I can't face you again, 

We have reached cruising altitude. 

I guess it's mine now. 

We didn't run after one another in the airport, 

we didn't think we were worth running after. 

That's the problem, isn't it? 

We both want to be run after, 

and neither of us wants to do the running. 

We are both too good for each other, 

we cannot tell the other they are worthy 

because we are too busy telling ourselves. 

We crossed paths, 

we existed, briefly,  as strangers in an airport, 

We shared something in that strange 

shopping centre of off duty goods. 

We bought cigarettes, and neither of us smoke. 

We bought alcohol, and we gave it away as gifts to say, 

I know I'm awful, here's how to deal with it. 

We know, we know we're fundamentally bad, 

It's easier to sit on a plane and think about how awful you are than go about 

changing it. 
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It's easier to accept you are a lost cause than to try and argue there might be 

hope. 

We are on separate planes, 

We are different people, we are thinking about what else we could've done. 

I am thinking I wish I was younger because 

It's easier to convince people you're good when 

you're young. 

I wish I'd done something, 

and now I sit above the crowds, passive, sleeping, 

A passenger of fate and unsure of whether I'd   

ever been in love at all. 

But somewhere, somewhen, 

I think maybe I could be on a boat instead. 

Down here I can feel the storm, 

I navigate the waters myself, 

We are alone, 

do I love you? No,  

I don't think I do. 

I think we both wanted the same thing. 

To be completed. To feel whole- they can roll the credits now, 

To be the type of people that 

wear couples costumes at Halloween. 

For this all to be easy, for it all to be hard enough that we think it's worth it, we 

think we're   
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interesting, slow-burn, 

Will they, won't they, romance, heartbreak, 

The characters from airport novels. 

We were the same puzzle piece trying to connect. 

We're too similar, you and I, 

We never would've worked. 

We didn't take any pictures, 

But I remember your face, 

And we never did get round to 

returning each other's luggage. 
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Hands 

 

Mine were always small 

short fingers, 

square ends. 

 

I remember wanting a princess’s hands. 

I remember wanting to be graceful 

elegant, 

birdsong, swan-like, 

Animated. 

 

The kind of hand you’d want in yours. 

 

Time passed. 

I got older. 

Stubby fingers are good for making music 

Pottery, too 

Clay took shape under hands 

Never meant for royalty. 

I thought that maybe instead 

I’d be a blacksmith, 

or a knight. 
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Fighting is messy, 

But learning is clean, 

Creation is frighteningly easy, 

as you carve out a presence 

and a person- 

 

your handwriting, your shoes- 

 

I found a balance, 

Eventually, 

 

Where before I had seen flaws, 

I saw something in my face- 

a resilience. 

The feeling that made you plant your boot in the snow 

just to look at the print. 

 

I became stronger with time, 

Wiser with age, 

Lighter in my feet 

When I knew who I was- 

A maker of things. Good with my hands. 
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I found love in people. 

I found love in the things they made. 

 

I put love in the things I left behind, 

half-forgotten, given away. 

Birthday cards. That sort of thing. 

 

Love is stored not in your heart, 

but in your hands. 

Making food for someone you love- 

making breakfast for yourself, Lunch 

with your friends. 

 

I think if you hold someone’s hand enough 

it’ll meld to yours, as yours to theirs- 

like long-trodden floorboards, like grass. 

 

Reaching out to exchange- 

evidence, tangible, 

 

of life. 

 

I am alive; 
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I reach. 

 

Hands are made for holding, making. 

The question is, what to hold? 

 

What to make? 

 

 

RJ Danvers, 17 

I'm a Hampshire based poet that started writing poetry in 2019- I have since 

combined it with other interests, using collage to combine art and poetry 

and explore visual arts. My poetry is heavily inspired by Richard Siken. I look 

forward to taking Creative Writing at university and one day branch out into 

writing screenplays and books as well as developing my skills as an artist. You can 

find me and my other work at @r.j.danvers on Instagram, @r.j.danvers on 

bubblehouse and @rjdanvers on Twitter. 
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Astoria 

 

You said our love was forged inside a star, 

brought down to Earth in a retinue of riches 

man-made to bewitch us; a Renaissance mansion 

with stunning views of Lake Victoria 

from your gilded telescope, cashmere suits for every mood 

with snakeskin boots to match, your heart a lacquered latch 

I lost the key to when we first flew to the Moon. Remember that? 

We slept among stars that night and still you didn’t dream of me. 

Of course, I know why. I know why you dream of satin and scarlet 

and swans who swoon over your embossed business cards; 

they’re shapes you can mould with clay and capital. 

I came to you a fully-furnished woman – nice to have on your arm, 

but she doesn’t give when you squeeze. Still you burnished me, 

banished me to a penthouse or three with the promise of new teeth, 

as if I didn’t know you were just ensuring my upkeep. 

After all, I am your paper doll, so I knew you wouldn’t suspect a thing 

when I bathed you in scathing hot gold from the foot of your bed, 

the whore and the directors’ board lead on, left on hold. 

You were found to the sound of my empty footsteps on your marble stairs 

and I made sure they did you up well, put your favourite gel in your hair. 

It was the least I could do as I watched kids that aren’t mine  
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stare into the twin gold coins covering your callous, conniving eyes. 

With all my undying love, Astoria, your trophy wife. 
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Mine Eyes Dazzle 

 

Oh, how I wish to be settled down in a little stained glass house on the sea, 

the foamy mildew of morning casting pearls around my throat like I’m a duchess 

of Malfi. 

I’d skim stones on the water to birth new fraternity, create a court of sycophantic 

trees 

to stretch far and honour me; still well I know their arms would be itching to 

strangle me. 

It’s useless; my life, in spite of my efforts, is a grain of sand waiting to be 

winnowed, 

a vessel of flesh in a dark embargo, torn up in a void like Webster’s widow; 

at night my blight is in plain sight as I hear the howl of the willow 

and I see the stark pitter-patter of fate’s feet on my endless seaborne window. 
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Life is Like a Joni Mitchell Song 

 

Listen to the rainfall. 

The sound of the Solent’s scream, 

the smell of platinum and pearls. 

 

Sigh. My throne room is going sour; 

the paint blisters on the walls but 

Emilia Lanier sticks around until I fall asleep. 

 

Woodstock wept for my mother that day; 

she was a quick god, a child of the city 

who married the earl of counterculture. 

 

Life is a game of little circles: 

Canada, Cambridge, California, 

all buzzing and booming like a hot coffee in August, for some reason. 

 

Nature is a naïve beast. 

It braves the rain only for me  

to gouge its eyes out as the sun rises over the sea. 

When the dust settles it’ll just be the seagulls, Joni Mitchell and me. 
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Charlie Bowden, 17 

I am a college student in Basingstoke who recently discovered a love for writing 

poetry after spending years studying it at school. I am an avid history fan and aim 

to incorporate various historical influences in my writing, from Mary Tudor to 

Margaret Thatcher. I also record episodes for a politics-themed podcast for my 

college aimed at A-level students. 
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Taken by 16-year-old Swetha Prabakaran 

I'm a Year 11 student, who indulges in art and photography. My aim is to go into 

architecture, because there's something so fascinating about the intricacy in the 

spaces we live in. Fun fact about me is that during quarantine, I started learning 

Turkish purely out of boredom and curiosity.  
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The Umbrella 10-12-20 

 

The crooked umbrella opened, with an air of clumsiness 

Akin 

To a baby bird attempting to fly 

On broken wings 

 

It’s metal point, once sharp and gleaming 

Now lay bent 

Coated in grime, a thick layer of crusted dirt 

 

One which had amassed over time 

 

The sludge had succeeded in its mission, to deprive the silver of it’s sparkle 

So that the metallic base no longer caught 

The path of light 

Streaming 

From an ever fluorescent bulb 

Hanging perfectly  

From the ceiling  

 

Although it still continued to provide shelter 

From heavy drops of rain 
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Beating down ferociously with the sound of 100 spooked horses 

Fleeing  

From the source of their fear 

 

The umbrella was threadbare 

The umbrella was barely there 

 

A tattered and worn exterior, concealed the metal rods within 

That had originally formed a twelve pointed star 

Yet now remained as a falling clump 

Of space debris 

 

 

Tess Nealon, 17  

I started writing because I needed a form of self-expression, I continue to write 

because I have fallen in love with creating.  
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Zenith, taken by 17-year-old Cara Ianuale 

I am the founder and president of the Purpleprint (www.thepurpleprint.org), a 

non-profit organization that aims to uplift artists of marginalized genders. My 

work is forthcoming or has appeared in Augment Review, Corporeal Literary 

Magazine, Paper Crane Journal and more. 
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For the Afterparty 

 

It seems there is always a girl with wet hair 

dragging her heels through gravel 

this time of year. When the guests 

have gone, they leave debris, they don’t walk so much as 

clutter, teeter. Further down the road, your neighbours 

close their doors and shutter their windows. This means 

bedtime. Your mother, on the porch, does not set down 

her sweater, incomplete. The upstairs bedrooms are not 

empty yet. The bathroom counters are littered. Tomorrow, 

you will give up smoking and booze. There will be no head 

on the pillow under you. From the lawn, Maryam cries, Clean 

it all up at least. But there are people for that. You leave messes 

behind, like breadcrumbs. Women don’t look up as they take rags 

to your coffee stains or bleach to the collar of your wool shirt. 

Elsewhere, children are asleep. In other darknesses, younger 

sisters are not in the kitchen kissing red solo cups. Maryam traces 

the braille of a bowl once filled with cereal. Damage control. 
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Urban Landscape  

 

[a paradelle for Billy Collins, who I hope is laughing.]  

 

"The paradelle … is a poem of four six-line stanzas in which the first and second 

lines, as well as the third and fourth lines of the first three stanzas, must be 

identical. The fifth and sixth lines, which traditionally resolve these stanzas, must 

use all the words from the preceding lines and only those words. Similarly, the 

final stanza must use every word from all the preceding stanzas and only these 

words." - Billy Collins, The Paradelle  

--  

 

until sun sets, unrecognisable, on the boulevard.  

until sun sets, unrecognisable, on the boulevard.  

orange peels on marble.  

orange peels on marble.  

Sun, on orange marble, peels  

until unrecognisable the boulevard.  

 

bare roundabout swings ghostly,  

bare roundabout swings ghostly,  

and the children who are all elsewhere.  

and the children who are all elsewhere.  

elsewhere, all the swings and  
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roundabout children who are ghostly, bare.  

 

world war for old town:  

world war for old town:  

call blood lovers by their new names  

call blood lovers by their new names  

their lovers call: blood war by names,  

old world for new town.  

 

old ghostly town swings,  

their sun children bare by the boulevard.  

and the unrecognisable elsewhere for who  

all war, roundabout lovers, are new.  

(call on names until the world peels,  

blood-orange). 

 

 

Armaan Bamzai, 18 

I am an incoming freshman at Columbia University; my writing is published and 

forthcoming in Kashmir Lit, Parallax Online and Body Without Organs. I hope I 

can one day create something worth looking at. 

 

 



 


